INTRODUCTION TO THE FREE
9-11 FORBIDDEN KNOWLEDGE LIBRARY
I once saw a film about "The Man Who Predicted 9/11."
"What?" thought to myself, "How could somebody have known about all this in advance?" Wasn't
it supposed to have been a complete surprise? Furthermore, if this man knew about it - and told
others so vociferously about it - why was nothing done to stop the attacks; or at the very least, to
save more lives of the innocent. How could he possibly have known?
This was to be the beginning of a journey.
I soon learned that many people had known about the impending 9/11 attacks in advance. And
they knew in detail. Certain key employees at nearly every level of government agencies - that is,
within the FBI and CIA - had definitely known about the attacks in advance. Others had
anticipated these attacks for years ahead of time. "The Man Who Predicted 9/11" was not only
correct - he was not alone. Why was nothing done? Were the hijackers really so crafty that they
were known, but had all evaded capture for years?
Also, looking at the list of perpetrators who were supposed to have hijacked the planes and then
skillfully flown them acrobatically into buildings, I soon discovered that many or even most of
them were still alive and doing quite well... after their "suicide" missions were complete! Once
this fact had become undeniable, the FBI abruptly changed tack, declaring that the hijackers had
really used stolen identities (proposing that the FBI was duped all along) - but then provided no
clue who the hijackers really were. In fact, the 'official list' using the "stolen" identities - officially
acknowledged to be a fiction - remains unchanged. Why?
I began to suspect, as you might also, that the whole story given to us about the events of 9/11
might be largely fictitious. The extent of the fallacies I did not know. And although I could not
fathom a reason for such deception at the time, this is where the facts were really pointing.
To be convinced of something so outrageous, I had to see the evidence for myself. I discovered
to my dismay that many of the resources, original news stories, and key documentation were
becoming harder and harder to get. In fact, it appears that around 2006-2007, a deliberate effort
was being made to "scrub" many of these documents from the internet. Thanks to just a few
generous individuals, copies of these sources were obtained in spite of that, and are preserved
for you here. Thus, thanks to digital technology and to you, this "scrubbing" of the internet is now
and forever circumvented.
INDIVIDUAL FOLDERS AND TOPICS
=============================
1 - Summaries and Analysis of 9-11 Attacks in General
2 - September 11 2001 - Timelines and Facts
3 - Impossibilitiy of the Conventional Hijacker Story
4 - FBI Military FEMA and CIA Foreknowledge of 9-11 Attacks
5 - Insider Trading and Foreknowledge of 9-11 Attacks

6 - Motivations for US Involvement in the 9-11 Attacks
7 - World Trade Center Bombing 1993 - Prelude to 9-11
8 - US Funding Assistance or Planning of the Attacks or Attackers
9 - CIA and Brzezinski Creation of Taliban Mujahideen and Bin Laden
10 - Deliberate Inaction of the US Government
11 - Explanations of WTC Building Collapses
12 - 911 Truth-Analysis Movies
13 - Coverups
14 - Pentagon Attack Impossibilities and Inconsistencies
15 - Orchestration or Falsification of 9-11 Pentagon Attack
16 - Remote Control of Passenjer Jets as Weapons
17 - Unexplained Mysteries of Flight 93
18 - 911 Coincidences
19 - Unaccountable Foreknowledge of 9-11 Attacks
20 - Anthrax Attack Following 9-11
21 - Barack Obama and the 9-11 Attacks

The average person cannot take the time to view all these documents. To just get the feel of
what is here, look over some of the summaries and timelines in folders #1 and #2. Or perhaps,
just watch the movies in folder #12.
The normal response, I believe, is to remain skeptical after that. That is exactly why such a large
body of evidence is included as well. If you then have the time and interest, examine the
documents, audio recordings, video, and images for yourself.
The one thing I urge you to do, even if you do not make much use of it, is simply to keep this
disk. If possible, share it's contents with others.
The crime of 9/11 is evidently much, much larger than that of religious bigots lashing out in their
ignorance and hatred. Complicity in mass murder is as much a crime as mass murder itself.
If that complicity is not exposed, those who sought to exploit mass murder for their nefarious
purposes will no doubt become emboldened. And the innocent will again pay for that with their
lives.
Those who forget history, are doomed to repeat it.

